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Longfellow Meets German Radical Poet Ferdinand Freiligrath
Lesson Plan
A resource developed through the Longfellow and the Forging of American Identity program

Author: Steve Gilpatrick, English Teacher,
St. Dominic Regional High School, Auburn, Maine
Suggested Grade Level: 11-12
Subject Area:  Literature/English

Learning Results:
English Language Arts:
Process of Reading: A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A9, A10
Literature and Culture: B3, B10, B11
Language and Images: C4, C7, C8

Time Required:
20-30 minutes for reading, then 1-2 classes for discussion

Materials and Resources Required:
• Text included in this document, with accompanying images

Preparation Required/Preliminary Discussion:
Suitable for upper level literature classes prepared to discuss the slavery controversy in
ante-bellum America and the role of American literature as a vehicle of social criticism.
A background in the rise of political radicalism in Germany and France leading up to the
revolutions of 1848 is suggested but not required.

Learning Objectives:
Students will examine selected works of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow in the context of
his association with the German radical Ferdinand Freiligrath and draw conclusions about
Freiligrath’s influence on Longfellow’s writings.

Introduction:
During Longfellow’s 1842 travels in Germany he made the acquaintance of the
politically radical Ferdinand Freiligrath, one of the influential voices calling for social
revolution in his country. It is suggested that this association with Freiligrath along with
his return visit with Charles Dickens influenced Longfellow’s slavery poems. This essay
traces Longfellow’s interest in the German poet, Freiligrath’s development as a radical
poetic voice, and Longfellow’s subsequent visit with Charles Dickens. Samples of verse
and prose are provided to illustrate each writer’s social conscience.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1842, aged 35, at the mythical mid-point of life, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
journeyed for a third time to Europe, a reprise of his 1835-6 visit. Then, he assuaged his
grief over his wife Mary’s death by immersing himself in translations of German
romantic poetry.  Fatefully, at Thun in the Swiss Alps, he happened on the acquaintance
of Ms. Frances Appleton, later his beloved Fanny, the daughter of a wealthy and
connected New England textile merchant.  His 1842 visit, made at the chagrin of his
father as well as his Harvard employers, was as much an escape from the emotional and
professional pressures of Cambridge life as it was for its intended therapeutic effects.
Fanny Appleton had continued to resist his amorous advances, and he found himself
continually embroiled with the Unitarian Harvard Corporation over the practicability of a
modern language curriculum at the college.  His chronic health problems led him to the
Rhine city of Marienburg/Boppard to take the water cure at the local convent.

 The water cure was a popular 19th century procedure in which, along with a strict dietary
regimen and exercise, several baths a day would be taken in the hope of producing a
fever-like condition causing an illness to “break,” health being restored. While at
Marienburg, Longfellow wrote the auto-biographical “Mezzo Cammin,” a somber and
reflective sonnet in which he muses on his perceived failure as a writer while mourning
the death of his first wife, Mary.

Although it appears that the strenuous physical regimen had little curative effect, his visit
to the Rhine region had a more productive result: his acquaintance with a young German
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radical poet and translator, Ferdinand Freiligrath, an association which would be
maintained by correspondence throughout his life. In June, while at Marienburg, he had
written to Samuel Ward:

Do you know the poems of Freiligrath? I bought a copy at Koln.
Some of them are striking. He is decidedly the most popular of the

            young poets. He is expected here tomorrow, and I hope he will come.

Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe (1749-1842) had been the national muse of the old order.
However, Goethe’s considerable artistic influence couldn’t withstand his death, and in
Germany a new trend in poetic expression was emerging.  The Junges Deutches (Young
German) school of poetry was confronting classical notions of poetic theme and form.
Politically, Germany in the early 19th century was a loose confederation of tyrannical
principalities shuddering at the tide of the French revolution.  Classical objectivity was
being assailed by romantic notions of the supremacy of the subjective experience and the
integrity of the common man, and German literature was becoming a voice threatening to
transform the monarchical system through its ability to influence a restive German
readership.

Ferdinand Freiligrath 1810-76, was born in Detmold and educated in preparation for a
commercial career.  However, his avocation for literature led him away from business on
the successful reception of his first collection of poems “Gedichte” (1838). His initial
rejection of the political poetry of the Young Germans movement earned him a
commission from King Fredrick Wilhelm II of Prussia.

An emerging literary voice, Freiligrath met his American counterpart on Longfellow’s
1842 European tour. By 1844, his poem “Ein Glaubensbekenntis” displayed a creative
alliance with the social reformers then perceived as a political threat by the monarchy.
Typical of the political genre of verse seen as a threat to social order was his “Honor to
Labor”:
                        He who swings the mighty hammer,
                        He who reaps the field of corn,

He who breaks the marshy meadow
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To provide for wife, for children,
He who rows against the current
He who weary at the loom
Weaves with wool and tow and flax
That his fair haired young may flourish.

Honor that man! Praise the worker!
Honor every callous hand!
Honor every drop of seat
That is shed in mill and foundry.
Honor every dripping forehead
At the plow.  And let that man
Who with mind and spirit’s labour
Hungering ploughs be not forgotten.

Sacrificing his government pension he fled to Switzerland to avoid certain arrest; thence
to London, where he was forced by economic necessity to resume his banking career. The
revolutions of 1848 heartened the liberal poets of the era as evidenced by Freiligrath’s
“Politische und Soziale Gedichte” (Political and Social Poems, 1851). Upon returning
to Germany in 1851, where his poetry was supported by an avid liberal readership, he
again found himself the object of  political  persecution. Fleeing again to London, he
returned finally to Germany in 1868 where he died at Cannstatt in 1876. Freiligrath is
credited with merging French lyricism with the German romantic style. Although his
early poetry reflects a strong romantic influence, his political poetry is recognized as his
greatest contribution to German letters. He was immensely interested in foreign literature
and is credited with translating several of Longfellow’s poems into the German and of
introducing American literature to the German readership. While we can speculate on the
probable political influence which Freiligrath had on Longfellow as suggested by his
poems on slavery, his greater effect on Longfellow’s literary development is most
probably seen in Longfellow’s growing interest in translation.

In the fall of 1842, under financial pressure from the Harvard Corporation to return to
Cambridge, Longfellow turned his steps homeward. Along the way he would visit
London and his growing friend in letters Charles Dickens, himself recently returned from
a tour of the eastern United States recounted in his travelogue American Notes.
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In the Notes, Dickens had been scathing in his criticism of slavery:

The same decay and gloom that overhang the way by which it
is approached, hover above the town of Richmond. There are
pretty villas and cheerful houses in its streets, and Nature smiles
upon the country round: but jostling its handsome residences,
like slavery itself going hand and hand with many lofty virtues,
are deplorable tenements, fences unrepaired, walls crumbling
into ruinous heaps. Hinting gloomily at things beneath the surface,
these, and many other tokens of the same description, force
themselves upon the notice, and are remembered with depressing
influence, when livelier features are forgotten.

To those who are happily unaccustomed to them, the countenances
in the streets and laboring places, too, are shocking. All men who
know that there are laws against instructing slaves, of which the
pains and penalties greatly exceed in their amount the fines imposed
on those who maim and torture them, must be prepared to find their
faces very low in the scale of intellectual expression. But the darkness-
not of skin -but of mind- which meets the strangers eye at every turn;
the brutalizing and blotting out of all fairer characters traced by Nature’s
hand;  immeasurably outdo his worst belief. That traveled creation of
the great satirist’s brain, who fresh from living among horses, peered
from a high casement down upon his own kind with trembling horror,
was scarcely more repelled and daunted by the sight, than those who
look upon some of these faces for the first time must surely be.

I left the last of them behind me in the person of a wretched drudge,
who, after running to and fro all day till midnight, and moping in his
stealthy winks of sleep upon the stairs betweenwhiles, was washing
the dark passages at four o’clock in the morning;  and went upon my
way with grateful heart that I was not doomed to live where slavery was,
and had never had my senses blunted to its wrongs and horrors in a
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slave rocked cradle.

Combined with the progressive political views of Freiligrath, Dicken’s criticism must
have had a disturbing effect on Longfellow. While in London, October 1842, Longfellow
wrote to Freiligrath:

 I have been in London about 10 days and have enjoyed my visit
with Dickens very much. He thanks you most kindly for your poems
which alas! He cannot read; and will send you in a few days a copy
of American Notes. In the same package I send you “Outre Mer” and
“The Spanish Student.”

Later the same week, he writes to his friend and noted abolitionist Charles Sumner, who
in a letter to Longfellow while at Marienburg had urged the quiescent Longfellow to
address the slavery issue: “Oh, I long for those verses on slavery. Write some stirring
words that will move the whole land.”:

“I have read Dicken’s book. It is jovial and good natured, and
at times very severe…He has a grand chapter on slavery.”

Combined with the progressive political views of Freiligrath, Dickens’ criticism of
slavery must have had a disturbing effect on the normally a-political Longfellow, for on
his homeward voyage he penned his Poems on Slavery, radical in their time even among
the liberal circles of Boston. Returning to Cambridge in December of 1842, he somewhat
sheepishly referred to his slavery poems in a letter to John Forster as:

“…a very small book; but which may possibly be made larger
hereafter.  I must first see the effect of these. They are written
in a kindly— not a vindictive spirit. Humanity is the chord to
be touched. Denunciation of slavery would do more harm than
good.; besides, that is not my vein. I leave that to more ferocious
natures.”

Perhaps the most prescient of the series was “The Warning”, which in its Biblical
metaphors suggest the conflagration to come, twenty years before the first shots at
Charleston Harbor:

Recognized even by his critics as a substantial contribution to American poetry, the
poem, in biblical metaphor, ominously pre-figures the centrality of slavery in the
approaching national cataclysm.

 Longfellow’s journey of rejuvenation was at an end. He had at least attempted to heal his
physical and emotional fatigue, struck up an enduring friendship with one of Europe’s
foremost poets and translator, and penned his heartfelt expression on the most politically
explosive issue of its time. The year had been well spent, and he could now return his
attention toward Miss Appleton.
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“Mezzo Cammin”
by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Half of my life is gone, and I have let
The years slip from me and have not fulfilled
The aspiration of my youth to build
Some tower of song with lofty parapet.
Not indolence, nor pleasure, nor the fret
Of restless passions which would not be stilled,
But sorrow, and a care that almost killed,
Kept me from what I may accomplish yet;
Though half-way up the hill, I see the Past
Lying beneath me with its sounds and sights,-
A city in the twilight dim and vast,
With smoking roofs, soft bells, and gleaming lights,-
And hear above me on the autumnal blast
The cataract of Death far thundering from the heights.
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“The Warning”
by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Beware! The Israelite of old, who tore
  The lion in his path,-- when, poor and blind
He saw the blessed light of heaven no more,
  Shorn of his noble strength and forced to grind
In prison, and at last led forth to be
 A pander to the Philistine revelry,--

Upon the pillars of the temple laid
  His desperate hands, and in its overthrow
Destroyed himself, and with him those who made
 A cruel mockery of his sightless woe;
The poor, blind slave, the scoff and jest of all,
 Expired, and thousands perished in the fall!

There is a poor, blind Sampson in this land,
 Shorn of his strength and bound in bonds of steel,
Who may, in some grim revel, raise his hand,
 And shake the pillars of this Commonweal,
Till the vast temple of our liberties
 A shapeless mass of wreck and rubbish lies.


